Seamless Systems
Why the Threads Show Through
GET ON THE "PAWS™ EXPRESSWAY"

TO SYSTEM DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Why not take the shortest and fastest route toward system design solutions? To define and model a large, complex system, you need a modeling tool that can address the system's total architecture.

PAWS/GPSM™ is an easy-to-use high productivity modeling and simulation tool that lets you evaluate alternative architectures while focusing on performance. It provides a state-of-the-art environment for developing accurate and reliable product definitions.

PAWS provides high level primitives closely resembling the user's intuition. PAWS models the behavior of a total system implemented in diverse technologies including software, hardware, and firmware.

GPBM, the graphical interface to PAWS, helps you quickly and easily transfer your ideas into pictures. GPBM helps you visualize multiple data and control flows through several components and incrementally synthesize models of a total system.

PAWS/GPBM is flexible. It lets you refine your model as your system design evolves so you can eliminate potential problems as early as possible in the product design cycle.

Call (512) 474-4526 to receive information on PAWS/GPBM. And get on the PAWS expressway to system design solutions.

PAWS and GPBM are trademarks of Information Research Associates, Inc.
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